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Blue Smoke Software develops secure FTP Server software and custom applications, such as an online accounting system, a secure shopping cart and secure file transfer. MiniFTPServer is a lightweight FTP server application that can be used to transfer files, especially small files, at very high rates and very small bandwidth consumption. It is easy to install and configure, and it supports the
Secure-FTP standard. Additionally, the program supports the standard Secure-AUTH login. If you need to securely transfer information between your computer and an office printer, miniFTPServer is the best solution for you. Blue Smoke Software also sells a range of features for MiniFTPServer. They can be used separately or combined in one single product. MiniCMS version 2.1.2 has
been released. This release is mainly a bug fix release. It comes with improvements in content filtering. In addition to this there is more support for Mantis. You can now set multiple sites for different license keys or license keys for different sites. Also it is now possible to use multiple license keys for a site. For the new features a demo can be downloaded from There are additional features
that can be found on the wiki. IBC software suite for advanced manufacturing The IBC software suite for advanced manufacturing The IBC software suite for advanced manufacturing The IBC software suite for advanced manufacturing The IBC software suite for advanced manufacturing The IBC software suite for advanced manufacturing The IBC software suite for advanced
manufacturing Industrial design automation – and with it the IBC software suite – has the potential to revolutionise your manufacturing processes. The software now offers powerful capabilities to easily create and manage machinery and equipment. Log into your IBC account and view all that’s possible with the IBC software suite: Download the IBC software suite for your desktop
Download the IBC software suite for your laptop Download the IBC software suite for your tablet Download the IBC software suite for your mobile phone Download the IBC software suite for your smart TV Get help with your IBC software and get to grips with the suite’s capabilities. You can find out more about the IBC software suite for advanced manufacturing by downloading the IBC
software demo or log
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BlueSmoke FTP server is a feature rich FTP server software application. It includes the following features: 1) A simple, easy to use GUI. 2) Easy FTP Scripting. 3) Lightweight, yet powerful server. 4) Patented “Key Entry” for Key Free Users. 5) Security, Authentication and Encryption. 6) Server “Monitor”. 7) Lightweight and Extremely Fast. 8) Active, Resilient and Scalable. 9)
BlueSmoke FTP Server includes 30+ Features and is 100% Free. Our Strategic Partnership with Microsoft has allowed us to produce a software application with a 100% Microsoft Compatibility Mode. Thus, most of the common OS requirements for a FTP Server application have been filled. BlueSmoke Server works on Windows NT4, Windows 2000, Windows Server 2003 and Windows
Vista. This Microsoft compatibility mode was achieved through full efforts of a long term partnership. Using a Microsoft API, BlueSmoke Server Software is able to work with Windows Explorer, Internet Explorer and with other Microsoft Software Applications. BlueSmoke Server has been extensively tested to ensure that it works with the OS and Applications being used. So you don't
have to worry if your OS is not listed above. We encourage you to download our Free Trial and Test it on your system. The free trial gives you 60 Days of full functionality and support. The BlueSmoke FTP Server was originally built by BlueSmoke Software to create a thin client server and FTP application that was compatible with Windows NT. After successfully accomplishing this initial
project, BlueSmoke Software developed the basic platform of BlueSmoke FTP Server. Over the years, BlueSmoke Software has used its knowledge, experience, and expertise to continually improve the product. Since its release in 1998, BlueSmoke FTP Server Software has been continuously enhanced and expanded. This has provided users with a full-featured, secure and reliable web
based FTP Server. While BlueSmoke FTP Server has been marketed and sold since 1998, its performance and features have been enhanced over the years. BlueSmoke FTP Server Software continues to be a powerful and highly demanded thin client FTP Server, which is used by a variety of industries, companies, and organizations around the world. Key features: A very popular product
that includes the following key features: 1) A simple, easy to use GUI. 2) Easy FTP Scripting. 3) Lightweight, yet 81e310abbf
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- MiniFTPServer is a feature-rich, easy to install, and secure FTP server - Supports large file transfers, with uploads of multi-megabyte files. - A secure FTP server built for use in your office or home - Manages multiple simultaneous FTP sessions - Supports encrypted network communication - Uses the MiniServ HTTP server. - Your MiniFTPServer starts automatically - Allows secure file
transfer - Allows secure Web browsing - Supports content filtering - Supports email to and from the server - Allows secure transfers with TLS/SSL support - Supports TLS/SSL negotiation - Supports NTLM authentication - Supports Windows Domain Services for authentication - Supports different secure SSL/TLS ports (typically ports SSL_PORT, SSL_TLS_PORT, and
SSL_UDP_PORT are defined in configuration file. - Supports File Transfers - Supports Hidden File Transfers - Supports FTPS (FTP-SSL) - Supports PASV - Supports SITE EXEC command - Supports SMTP mail transfer - Supports IMAP mail transfer - Supports POP mail transfer - Supports Telnet and Secure Telnet connections - Supports FTP - Supports SMB (SMB over FTP) Supports HTTP (HTTP/1.1 over FTP) - Supports HTTP-MD5 (HTTP/1.1 over FTP over HTTP-MD5) - Supports FTP+SSL (FTP over SSL/TLS) - Supports HTTP(S) over FTPS (HTTP(S) over FTP-SSL) - Supports SSL/TLS over SMTP (SSL/TLS over SMTP) - Supports secure file transfers with TLS/SSL - Supports Secure FTP transfers - Supports FTPS transfers - Supports IMAPS Supports Mailboxes - Supports POP3 - Supports SSL_SERVER_PORT in configuration file for secure SSL/TLS - Supports HTTP (1.1) from FTP - Supports HTTP (1.0) - Supports Secure HTTP(S) over FTP (HTTP(S) over FTP-SSL) - Supports FTPS (FTP-SSL) - Supports TLS/SSL over SMTP (SSL/TLS over SMTP) - Supports SMTP over SMB (SMTP over SMB) - Supports SMB over
SSL/TLS (SMB over SSL/TLS) - Supports

What's New in the MiniFTPServer?
This program was develped to fill the need for SECURE FTP transfers without the overhead and cost of full-blown FTP Servers. miniFTPServer is still feature rich and easy to implement. Whether your a large data center or a small business and need Secure FTP,miniFTPServer might be right for you. Blue Smoke Software has private labeling Options available for this program as well as
volume discounts. Features: The main features of the Application include the ability to transfer/serve files to a user remote from the server, secure FTP transfers from users who have passwords, secure FTP transfers from user, and direct IP/DNS based login from a user remotely. This application is also "intelligent" in that it will be able to "auto detect" where the files are located on the
Server and transfer them based on the files original location on the Server and not where the FTP/User is looking for them. Security is a major focus of this application. In the configuration, there are security options that allow you to set the maximum file size, ports, pasword type, data encryption and file transfer encryption. The application uses the standard "network" port for file transfers,
which is 21, but you can also set the port for file transfers and the protocol for password transfers. In the configuration you can also set the maximum number of simultaneous file transfers, and set the maximum number of simultaneous password transfers. You can also set passwords, port numbers, and firewall information. Performance: The MiniFTPServer application has been tested using
Windows 2000 and Windows 2003. In testing, the application was able to "automagically" resolve a remote host name and connect securely to the host. After connecting, the files were transferred and the transfer is seperated into a separate job for the remote user. Restrictions: The application is not limited to just Windows based servers, so you can use the application to transfer files from
Linux servers, as well. Installation: MiniFTPServer can be installed as either a single executable or as a MinifsSetup.exe. The application is based on a one installer program with a menu based configuration wizard. Documentation: MiniFTPServer has a complete manual and example configurations. Upgrade: The application can be upgraded from an older version. Support: Blue Smoke
Software, Inc. is an independent technical support company. Free Trial: MiniFTPServer can be downloaded for a 30 day free trial. Media: The application can be downloaded in "zip" or "unzip" format. The "unzip" format is the "supporting" format for the application. Other Screenshots: The following screenshots are listed in order of installation. The screenshots show the key screen shots
of the application, including "Help".
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System Requirements:
CD: Drive/DVD drive required for installation USB Pen drive: For the Main Menu System requirements are the system requirements for the hardware platform (computer) on which you plan to install the game. It includes the processor, memory and other requirements such as graphic cards, power supply, and hard disk space. Minimum: CPU: Intel Pentium III 800MHz, AMD Athlon XP
2400 Memory: 2 GB of RAM (1 GB recommended) Video: 256 MB Graphics Card Sound: None Recommended
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